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It is demonstrated that (i) the postulate of infinite differentiability in Cartesian coordinates 
and (ii) the physical assumption of regularity on the axis of a cylindrical coordinate system 
provide significant simplifying constraints on the coefficients of Fourier expansions in 
cylindrical coordinates. These constraints are independent of any governing equations. The 
simplification can provide considerable practical benefit for the analysis (especially numerical) 
of actual physical problems. Of equal importance, these constraints demonstrate that if A is 
any arbitrary physical vector, then the only finite Fourier terms of A, and A 6 are those with 
m = 1 symmetry. In the Appendix, it is further shown that postulate (i) may be inferred from 
a more primitive assumption, namely, the arbitrariness of the location of the cylindrical axis of 
the coordinate system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In mathematical physics, changing from one set of inde
pendent variables to a different, but equivalent, set is a mat
ter of convenience only, since all physical results must be 
independent of the choice of coordinate system. Frequently, 
the choice of independent variables is motivated by some 
symmetry of the problem. For example, if there is a line 
source, or if boundary conditions are specified on a circular 
cylinder, then cylindrical coordinates are likely most appro
priate. However, the choice of a particular set of indepen
dent variables (e.g., the r, (}, z of cylindrical coordinates) 
might inadvertently introduce mathematically allowable but 
physically unrealistic terms-e.g., singularities at the axis. 
These nonphysical terms must be eliminated by the imposi
tion of physical constraints on the mathematical solutions. 

Let us briefly review two traditional methods by which 
these constraints are imposed. 

( 1) Analytic method: First, a set of equations relevant 
to the problem at hand is derived; second, general math
ematical solutions to these equations are found; third, some 
subset of these solutions is discarded as being nonphysical, 
and finally, boundary conditions are used to determine a 
suitable combination of the remaining physically allowable 
solutions to describe the specific problem. 

(2) Numerical method: Again, a set of equations rel
evant to the problem is derived; second, the space in which 
the problem is to be solved is quantized into grid points; 
third, the equations are put into discrete form so as to estab
lish a numerical algorithm; fourth, a numerical solution is 
developed using the algorithm. Mathematically allowable 
but nonphysical solutions are eliminated by constraints de
termined in an ad hoc manner. For example, a simplified but 
local analytic solution might be developed in the neighbor-
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hood of the axis, and then grafted onto the numerical solu
tion outside this region. 

. A well-known example of the analytical method is 
where one Fourier analyzes in z and(} linear partial differen
tial equations so as to obtain an ordinary differential equa
tion in r for the Fourier coefficients. Physical constraints are 
imposed in order that solutions of the equations be regular in 
the region of interest. The most obvious example of this 
method is that involving Bessel's equation: Although both 
the J m and Y m Bessel functions satisfy Bessel's equation, for 
physical problems including the axis, one rejects the Y m so
lution because the y m solution is singular there. 

The point we wish to make in this paper is that the phys
ical constraints are more fundamental than the differential 
equations and can be determined without reference to differ
ential or any other equations. In this paper we restrict our 
attention to cylindrical coordinates. However, similar con
siderations apply to all variable transformations, those of a 
nongeometrical nature as well as those of a geometrical na
ture. 

There are three reasons why it is important for one to be 
able to determine the constraints without reference to any 
governing equations. First, even if governing equations are 
known and could, in principle, be used to derive the con
straints (e.g., by rejecting singular solutions), it is generally 
more convenient to be able to assume from the outset the 
form required of each quantity. In numerical computation of 
physical problems especially, singular nonphysical terms are 
a serious difficulty since small finite differencing or trunca
tion errors easily excite the unwanted terms. Because these 
nonphysical terms are divergent, they mask the desired 
physical solution and render the computation useless. It is 
clearly essential in these situations to be able to invoke con
straints that eliminate the unwanted divergences. (Often in 
contemporary work, if a problem is sufficiently complicated, 
numerical analysts resort to the messy stratagem of solving 
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the problem using a less appropriate coordinate system sole
ly to avoid difficulties with these nonphysical singularities
e.g., Cartesian coordinates are often used for problems that 
have cylindrical symmetry simply to avoid singularities at 
the axis. Clearly, it would be preferable to be able to invoke 
appropriate physical constraints and so use the more natural 
cylindrical coordinates.) 

Second, although the governing equations might be 
known, they may be so complicated that it is not feasible to 
use them to provide constraints. Indeed, the considerations 
in this paper originated from a numerical computation prob
lem in plasma physics where the governing equations were 
integrodifferential equations in a cylindrical coordinate sys
tem. Because these equations were nonlocal, it was not possi
ble to determine the behavior of solutions at the axis and so 
guarantee regularity. 

Third, it may be that the governing equations are un
known or even that a solution to the governing equations is 
not sought. The results of this paper have been applied 1 to 
reduce in a most substantial and significant manner the com
plexity of the theoretical description of a magnetohydrodyn
amic dynamo problem where the precise form of the govern
ing equations was not well established. 

II. SYMMETRY CONSTRAINT 

Before we launch into our discussion of regularity, it is 
worthwhile to derive a purely mathematical symmetry con
straint on Fourier coefficients. Later, we will combine this 
result with the regularity analysis to determine the least re
strictive physically permissible Fourier coefficients. 

We consider the transformation between Cartesian co
ordinates (x,y,z) and cylindrical coordinates (r,O,z) given 
by 

x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0. (1) 

In our considerations here and in the rest of this paper the z 
coordinate will never play a role; thus we hold it constant 
and henceforth suppress it in the notation. The Cartesian 
coordinates of a point are not changed by replacing r by - r 
andObyO + 1TinEq. (1). Thissymmetryofthetransforma
tion requires that any point function of (r,O), say j(r,O), 
satisfy 

j(r,O) = j(- r,O + 1T). (2) 

If we make a Fourier series representation ofj(r,O), 

00 

j(r,O) = L am (r)eimiJ, (3) 
tn=-oo 

we see that in order to satisfy Eq. (2), we must have 

am (r) = (- l)mam (- r). (4) 

In words, if m is even, then am is an even function of r, 
whereas if m is odd, then am is an odd function of r. This 
symmetry result also restricts the form of physically allowed 
linear differential equations for am (r) to be such as not to 
not alter the parity of am (r); all terms in a linear differential 
equation must be odd in ror else all even in r (if the equation 
is nonlinear, then this restriction need not apply). 
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Ill. REGULARITY CONSTRAINT: SCALARS 

Let us assume that IJI ( r,O) is a physical scalar, regular at 
r = 0, and express IJI as a Fourier series with respect to 0. 

Thus we write 
00 00 

IJI(r,O) = L am (r)exp(imO) = L IJ!m (r,O). 
m=- oo m=- oo 

(5) 

We now show that am (r) must have a very specific type of r 
dependence. We use the assumption that each coefficient 
IJI m (r,O) is a regular (i.e., infinitely differentiable) function 
of (x,y) at r = 0. The function exp(imO) is not a regular 
function of (x,y) at r = 0. However, the function 
[r exp( ± imO)] lml = (x ± iy) lml is obviously a regular 
function of (x,y) because it is a polynominal in (x,y). We 
express IJI m as 

IJ!m =am (r)exp(im0) = [am (r)frlml] [r exp( ± iO)] lml 

(6) 

where the + sign is used if m > 0 and the - sign is used if 
m < 0. Since (x ± iy) lml is regular, we must require that 
am (r)!r1ml be regular. For am (r)!r1ml to be nonsingular, we 
must require 

am (r) -rlml as r-+0. (7) 

The symmetry constraint of Eq. ( 4) then gives 

am (r) = r 1'"!Jm (fl), (8) 

where/,n (,.Z) is a regular function of ,.Z and so has a Taylor 
expansion 

/,n (r2) = J<;:) + j<,/;l,.Z + J<,:>r4 + . . . . (9) 

If odd powers of r were present in Eq. (9) then, because 

r = ~x2 + y2, /,n (r) would not be a regular function of 
(x,y). 

The analysis in this section was based on the postulate 
that all physical quantities when expressed in Cartesian co
ordinates are infinitely differentiable on the axis. It is shown 
in the Appendix that this postulate may be inferred from a 
more primitive assumption, namely, the assumption that the 
location of the cylindrical axis of a coordinate system for 
describing a physical system is arbitrary. 

IV. REGULARITY CONSTRAINTS: VECTORS 

Let A be a vector representing a physical quantity. We 
will again exploit the transformation from cylindrical to 
Cartesian coordinates to determine the functional form of 
cylindrical components of A. We do this by writing 

A =Arr+A0 0+A,z 

= Ar (cos O,sin 0,0) 

+ A 0 ( - sin O,cos O,Q) + Az (0,0, 1 ), ( 10) 

in which case 

Ax = Ar cos 0- A 0 sin 0. (11) 

Let us now expand A r and A 0 in terms of their Fourier terms 
in 0: 
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A= r A,, exp(imO), 
ln=-oo 

00 

A 9 = L AIJm exp(imO). 
m=-oo 

Combining Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12), we obtain 

(12) 

or 

I 
A=

x 2 
m=- oo 

+ (A,, - iAem )ei(m- 1 )IJ] ( 13a) 

+ I_ ~oo [(A +iA )e-i<lml-I>IJ+ (A -iA )e-i<JmJ+1>1J] 
2 ~ rm Om rm Om • (13b) 
m~ -1 

We may rewrite Eq. ( 13b) as 

1 "" [ . Ax=- L (A,, +zA9,) 
2 m~ 1 

(x+iy)lmJ+1 . (x+iy)lml-1] 
Jml + I + (A,,.. - iAem) Jml- I 

r r 

+ _!_ [ (A,o + iAeo) (x + iy) + (A
10 

- iA
90

) (x- iy) ] 
2 r r 

1 -oo [ • (x-iy)lml-1 . (x-(y)lmJ+I]· + -2 '"~"-1 (A,,..+ zAe,) ....;_-~--+(A,,.. -zAem) --~--~ rlmJ- 1 rlmJ +I 
(14) 

We require each term in Eq. ( 14) to be regular. Only positive 
powers of x ± iy occur and these factors are all regular. Thus 
we must require the regularity of the remaining factors. We 
will consider m > 0, m = 0, and m < 0 separately. 

Case (i), m = 0: Here, we require that (A 10 ± A80 )/r 
be regular, so that we must have bothAr0 -randA90 -r as 
r-+0. 

Case (ii), m > 0: For regularity we must have, as r-+0, 
both 

A,m + iAe, -r", where P>lml +I (15a) 

and 

A,,- iA 8m -1", where q>lml- I, ( 15b) 

since both these terms occur for m > 0. We could let 
p = q = I m I + 1, but this is not the least restrictive possibil
ity. To obtain the least restrictive possibility, we satisfy Eq. 
(15b) by letting q = jmj - 1 with both A,m -r1ml- 1 and 
A9, -rlml- 1 as r-+0. However, Eq. (15a) will then be vio
lated unless we set Arm + iA IJm = 0 for terms of order rl m I - I. 

Thus the least restrictive allowable form is 

A,, = A,rlml- 1 + rlml + 1gm (r), 

Ae, = Umrlml-1 + rlml + lhm (r), ( 16) 

where A, is a constant and gm (r) and h, (r) are regular 
functions ofr of the form given by Eq. (9). [We have used 
the symmetry constraint of Eq. ( 4) as we did earlier when 
treating scalars.] 

Case (iii), m < 0: Here, examination of Eq. ( I 4) shows 
that we must require as r-0 

(17a) 

and 
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A,,..- iA 0, -r", where P>lml + 1, (17b) 

since both these terms occur for m < 0. Using the same type 
of argument as for the m > 0 case above we find here that we 
must have 

A,m = A,rlml- 1 + rlml + 1gm (r), 

Aem = - U,rlml- I+ rlml + lhm (r). (18) 

Since A. behaves like a scalar, it is described by Eq. ( 8). 
Combining the results derived above we find that the general 
form for a vector is, for m =I= 0, 

A,, = A,rlml- 1 + rlml + 1g, (r), 

A8m = i sgn(m)Amrlml- 1um (r) + rlml + 1hm (r), 

A., = r1m!t,n (r), ( 19a) 

while, form= 0, 

A.o = rgo (r), A00 = rh0 (r), Az0 =fo(r). ( 19b) 

The peculiar form of the Am terms in Eq. ( 19a) can also 
be derived by requiring that the divergence and curl of the 
vector are always finite and then examining these quantities 
as r-0. For example, if we require 

V•A =finite, (20) 

then, as r ..... o, Eq. (20) becomes 

. [a(rA,) aA 0 ] 
hm --+-- =0. 
r-0 ar ao 

(21) 

If we assume that A, -Arlml- 1
, where m> I, and that both 

A, and A9 -exp(imO), then we obtain A9 = i sgn(m)A, 
consistent with Eq. ( 19a). A similar observation occurs 
when we calculate (VXA) •. 
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V. IMPORTANCE OF m= 1 MODES 

Equation ( 19a) has the very interesting physical conse
quence of showing that I m I = 1 Fourier terms form a special 
class, because only these modes can have A, and A0 finite at 
r = 0. These I m / = 1 modes are observed to be important in 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities present in to
kamaks, 2 reversed field pinches, 1 and spheromaks. 3 

In many physically interesting problems, one is interest
ed in quantities of the form 

z·AXB = A,Be - AeB,. 

For example, in magnetohydrodynamics, Ohm's law with 
the Hall term included has the form 

E + UXB- ( 1/ne)JXB = TJJ, (22) 

where J, B, E, and U are, respectively, the electric current 
density, the magnetic field, the electric field, and the velocity 
field; TJ is the resistivity, n is the charged particle density, and 
e is the charge on an electron. In dynamo theory 1

•
4

•
5 and 

MHD rf current drive schemes, 6• 
7 one searches for ways of 

driving a de current on the rhs of Eq. (22) using only ac 
quantities on the lhs. If this de current is to be directed in the 
z direction of a cylindrical coordinate system, then we take 
the z component of Eq. ( 22) 

(Ez +z·VXB- (1/ne)z·JxB) = TJJzdo (23) 

where ( ) denotes time average and tilde denotes ac quantity. 
Since only the lml = 1 terms in the() and z components of 
the ac vectors are finite at r = 0, we immediately know that 
only I m I = 1 terms of the ac fields offer the possibility of 
driving de currents along the z axis. This removes from con
sideration the infinity of modes for which I m I #- 1 and so 
provides an enormous simplification 1 of the problem, even 
before having to determine the relevant equations for U, J, 
B. 
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APPENDIX: INFERENCE OF INFINITE 
DIFFERENTIABILITY FROM A MORE PRIMITIVE 
ASSUMPTION 

The analysis in the main body of this paper was based on 
the postulate that all physical quantities when expressed in 
Cartesian coordinates are infinitely differentiable on the 
axis. We show here that this postulate may be inferred from a 
more primitive assumption, namely, the assumption that the 
location of the cylindrical axis of a coordinate system de
scribing a physical system is arbitrary. 

The basic requirement is that the expression for a quan
tity in. terms of a particular set of variables do not exhibit 
peculiarities which are nonphysical and only a result of the 
choice of variables. We consider a quantity represented by a 
nonsingular Fourier series with respect to the angle variable 
of a cylindrical coordinate system. Suppose on physical 
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grounds that the quantity in question could be represented 
equally well by a Fourier series with respect to the angle 
variable of any other cylindrical coordinate system, whose 
cylindrical axis is parallel to the original axis, but is located 
anywhere in a neighborhood of the original axis. That is, we 
suppose that the location of the cylindrical coordinate axis is 
irrelevant to the physical problem; the location is chosen 
purely for convenience. 

For studying the differentiability at r = 0 of Fourier se
ries, it suffices to take the case where f(r,8) and the coeffi
cients am ( r) are scalars. This is because those quantities can 
represent an arbitrary Cartesian component of a tensor. Any 
Fourier series in the variable() is manifestly infinitely differ
entiable with respect to() because exp(im8) is infinitely dif
ferentiable. We now suppose that the quantity represented 
by f(r,{)) is nonsingular and could be equally well represent
ed by a Fourier series with respect to the angle variable of 
any other cylindrical coordinate system whosez axis is paral
lel to the original z axis, but is located anywhere in a neigh
borhood of the original axis. This is a weak assumption. If 
the quantity of physical interest were singular, then either a 
related nonsingular function could be defined (for example, 
by subtracting the electric potential due to a line charge lo
cated on the cylindrical axis), or the singular quantity could 
be viewed as the limit of a sequence of nonsingular quanti
ties. The results presented here would apply to each member 
of the sequence and, therefore, to the singular limit as well. 

Consider two equivalent cylindrical coordinate systems, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The coordinates of the chosen cylin
drical system are denoted by (r,8,z) and the associated Car
tesian coordinates are (x,y,z). The z axis is normal to the 
plane of the drawing and passes through the point labeled A. 
The coordinates of the other cylindrical system are ( r n ,f) n ,z) 
and the associated Cartesian coordinates are (xn,yn,z). The 
axis of that system has coordinates 

y 

FIG. I. Relation of the (x.,,y.,) coordinate system to the (x,y) coordinate 
system. 
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r=R,, 0=tPn (A1) 

in the chosen cylindrical system; these coordinates are arbi
trary. The coordinates (r,,O,) of the axis A are 

r, = R,, 0, = tPn + 1r. (A2) 

Denote the function/(r,O) expressed in terms of (r,,O,) by 
/, (r,,O,) and expressed in terms of (x,y) by F(x,y); by as
sumption,/, (r,,O,) possesses a Fourier series in the vari
able (}, and is thus infinitely differentiable with respect to 0,. 
The derivatives with respect to r, and (}, can be expressed in 
terms of derivatives with respect to x, andy, by repeated 
application of the formulas 

a 
0 

a . 
0 

a 
-=COS , --+stn n -, 
ar, ax, ay, 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Since the (x,,y,) system is related to the (x,y) system by a 
simple translation, we have 

a a a a --=-, -=-
ax, ax ay, ay 

and, in particular, we can write Eq. (A4) as 

a .
0

a 
0

a 
--= -r, Sln , -+r, COS 11 -. 

ao, ax ay 

Using Eq. (A6), the derivative 
ap 
-/, (r,,O,) 
ao~ 

(A5) 

(A6) 

can be expressed in terms of derivatives with respect to x and 
y of F(x,y); that expression will contain the (p + 1) deriva
tives of F(x,y) of order p. By choosing (p + 1) different axes 
( R" ·tP, ) and evaluating the pth derivative with respect to (}" 
for each of the (p + 1) functions/, (r,,O,) at the axis A, we 
obtain a linear system of (p + 1 ) equations for the (p + 1 ) 
derivatives of F(x,y) of order pat the axis A. Solution of that 
system gives the derivatives of F(x,y) of order pin terms of 
the derivatives of F(x,y) of lower order and the derivatives 
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all evaluated at the axis A. In this way, beginning withp = 1, 
we can evaluate all of the derivatives of F(x,y) of order p for 
each successive value of p. The linear system is soluble for 
nearly any choice of (p + 1 ) axes. For example, for p = 1, 
the linear system is 

- R 1 sin(tP1 + 1T)Fx (0,0) + R 1 coS(tP 1 + 1r)FY (0,0) 

=a~J.<rl,Ol>i,,=R, , (A7) 
I &,=<f>,+rr 

- R2 sin(tP2 + 1T)Fx (0,0) + R2 COS(tP2 + 1r)Fy (0,0) 

=a~ J;(r2,(}2) l r, = R, (A8) 
2 9,=4>,+" 

The determinant of the coefficients is 

(A9) 

so that Fx (0,0) and FY (0,0) can be determined from Eqs. 
(A7) and (A8) as long as R 1#0, R2 #0, and tP 1#tP2• By 
showing how to evaluate all of the derivatives of F(x,y) at 
the axis A, we have shown that F(x,y) is infinitely differen
tiable at the axis A solely as a result of the arbitrariness of the 
location ofthe cylindrical axis of the coordinate system and 
the postulate of a Fourier representation with respect to the 
angle variable in each of the possible cylindrical coordinate 
systems. 
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